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About This Content

Pedestrians, drivers and passengers all around the world agree when it comes to this matter. When you ask them what makes life
more interesting they will most certainly give you the same answer –diversity!

With this authentic bus interior DLC consisting of 4 new original color patterns for your seats and classy floor designs you will
be the next urban transport trendsetter.

The DLC will visually upgrade the interior of your Citaro buses and also offer your passengers greater seating comfort.

So what are you waiting for? Hop on and take a seat!
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Title: Bus Simulator 18 - Mercedes-Benz Interior Pack 1
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
stillalive studios
Publisher:
astragon Entertainment
Release Date: 14 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system / Windows 7/8/10 64-Bit

Processor: Intel Core i3 with 3.3 GHz or AMD Phenom II X4 with 3.2 GHz

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 750 (1GB VRAM) or AMD Radeon R7 360 (2GB VRAM) or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 6500 MB available space

English,French,German,Czech,Japanese,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Turkish,Korean
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Terrible, the only redeeming quality is the free to play, pay to win mechanics of the game are apparant and on display within 5
minutes of install. If you ever thought farmville needed a starcraft reskin this game may be for you.. Chains is a simple but fun
puzzle game.

To be honest a game like this is more suited to a phone as it is fun to play in small dozes, like waiting in a queue or trying to kill
a few minutes. I think playing this game on a touch screen would be a lot better as well considering the premise of linking the
bubbles together.

This is not a game were you would spend a large amount of time in one sitting.

3\/10 - fun in small dozes puzzle game that really would be suited better on a phone or Ipad not on a gaming pc.. I picked up the
game on sale a long time ago, when it was still "Active" but was unable to play for the first week because Life is a thing, by the
time I actually had time to sit down and try it out, The game was dead. 100% No servers, No one online, Player count was
nonexistant. I never even got to try this game before It went from playable to unplayable in a week.. I know the game was cheap
but....c'mon....very easy and quick to beat,i've seen more levels in demo's than this piece of crap,wish i did'nt buy it. It may be a
short song, and the lead may not cover as much as I expected, but regardless of that, I love the two solos and I love the rhythm
part to it. Just be prepared to do both if you really want to experience playing everything the song has to offer.. The nastalga is
over the top with this one so simple but so great, The memories , 90s flashbacks . if you played dope wars or mafia wars this
will bring back great flashbacks . Cocaine is a hell of a drug. I mean this game is very basic. Arcade game, its fun to play once
in a while.. I loved this game, a bit short but none the less a fun game. Brutal, unforgivable, with no clear story at first, but
absolutely charming.
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Doesn't work on Win 10.. Kabooom. And That is the last day that the Alte user have ever play 100% Orange Juice with her
friends.

10\/10 would lose friends.
Definitely would buy more dlc.. neat app, i think it is 2gb off my GPU, it says 6gb but i think i have 8gb? small bug?. This game
is very minimal but also very clever. The levels are mazes made of invisible floating platforms. As you try to figure out where
the path is you will be mentaly challenged and take a leap of faith with every step. That is the story of this game it is minimal,
the graphics are nothing special, and this is the first game of an small development team. Yet if you take a leap of faith with it
you will not regret the purchase. It has clever and challenging puzzles, unique mechanics, and an effective story.. First the bad:
The graphics and audio are low quality. the locomotion has bugs. You can slide sideways or you take your thumb off the
touchpad and keep moving. The volume can be too loud, especially in the underground level and church. The gun's aiming was
off. Finally, the game is too dark and you can see screen door effect.

Now the good. This was a great use of arm swing locomotion, though I'd enable it for both controllers instead of just the left, ie
The Bellows. I know it was just a novelty game in time for Halloween, but I really enjoyed being able to move through the linear
space naturally and I hope to see more game developers make use of this. Since this was a maze, I had to backtrack often. In
games like this and Island 359, you have to develop a sense of VR direction to help you navigate or you can get lost really easily.

Some suggestions to the developer:
Please work on the collision detection. If I lean in to look at a witch's cauldron, I don't want to be artifically pushed back as that
causes motion sickness, plus it breaks my immersion. The same thing happens on maze walls. We need the hitbox to be smaller
or something. Also, maybe use some more lighting effects from objects. Just putting glowing objects in an environment with no
light is unnatural,
. legendary game.. This is a pong 'em up that a guy on my friends list worked on. Hi Dwayne!
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